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Abstract. In this paper, we provide a formal deﬁnition of symbolic execution in terms of a symbolic transition system and prove its correctness
with respect to an operational semantics which models the execution
on concrete values. We ﬁrst introduce such a formal model for a basic
programming language with a statically ﬁxed number of programming
variables. This model is extended to a programming language with recursive procedures which are called by a call-by-value parameter mechanism.
Finally, we show how to extend this latter model of symbolic execution
to arrays and object-oriented languages which feature dynamically allocated variables.

1

Introduction

Symbolic execution [1] plays a crucial role in modern testing techniques, debugging, and automated program analysis. In particular, it is used for generating
test cases [2,3].
Although symbolic execution techniques have improved enormously in the
last few years not much eﬀort has been spent on its formal justiﬁcation. In
fact, the symbolic execution community has concentrated most of the eﬀort on
eﬀectiveness (improvement in speed-up) and signiﬁcance (improvement in code
coverage) and payed little attention to correctness so far [3].
Further, there exists a pletora of diﬀerent techniques for one of the major
problems in symbolic execution, namely the presence of dynamically allocated
program variables, e.g., describing arrays and (object-oriented) pointer structures (“heaps”). For example, in [15] a heap is modeled as a graph, with nodes
drawn from a set of objects and updated lazily, whereas [5] introduces a constraint language for the speciﬁcation of invariant properties of heap structures.
In [11] the symbolic state is extended with a heap conﬁguration used to maintain
objects which are initialized only when they are ﬁrst accessed during execution.
In the presence of aliasing, the uncertainty on the possible values of a symbolic
pointer is treated either by forking the symbolic state or reﬁning the generated
path condition into several ones [6]. Powerful symbolic execution tools [7–9]
handling arrays exploit various code pre-processing techniques, though formal
correctness of the theory behind these tools is acknowledged as a potential problem that might limit the validity of the internal engine, and is validated only
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experimentally by testing [10]. The KeY theorem prover [18] supports symbolic
execution of Java programs which is deﬁned in terms of the underlying dynamic
logic and which uses an explicit representation of the heap. In all of the above
work no explicit formal account of the underlying model of the symbolic execution, and its correctness, is presented.
The main contribution of this paper is a formal deﬁnition of symbolic execution in terms of a symbolic transition system and a general deﬁnition of its
correctness with respect to an operational semantics which models the actual
execution on concrete values. Our general starting point is that the basic idea of
symbolic execution is to represent the program state, i.e., the assignment of values to program variables, by a corresponding substitution which assigns to each
program variable an expression denoting its current value. Further, symbolic execution by its very nature is syntax-directed which implies that the abstraction
level of the symbolic transition system should coincide with that of the programming language. This general requirement implies that symbolic execution
operates on substitutions which (only) assign programming expressions to the
variables (and no other expressions which express properties of the run-time).
The only other approach to a formal modeling of symbolic execution, we are
aware of, is the work presented in [4]. A major diﬀerence with our approach is
that in [4] symbolic execution is deﬁned in terms of a general logic (called “Reachability Logic”) for the description of transition systems which abstracts from the
speciﬁc characteristics of the programming language. A symbolic execution then
consists basically of a sequence of logical speciﬁcations of the consecutive transitions. On the other hand, a model of the logic deﬁnes a concrete transition
system. Thus correctness basically follows from the semantics of the logic. In
our approach we both model symbolic execution and the concrete semantics (of
any language) independently as transition systems. However, in both cases the
transitions are directly deﬁned in terms of the program to be executed. This
allows to address the speciﬁc characteristics of the programming language (like
dynamically allocated variables) still in a general manner. In [4], however, these
speciﬁc characteristics (like arrays) need to be imported in the general framework
by corresponding logical theories which require an additional justiﬁcation.
Detailed Plan of the Paper. In Sect. 2 we introduce a formal model of symbolic
execution for a basic programming language with a statically ﬁxed number of
programming variables. The concrete transition system for this basic language
is standard (and therefore omitted). A conﬁguration of the symbolic transition
system consists of the program statement to be executed, a substitution, and a
path condition. Correctness then states that for every reachable symbolic conﬁguration and state which satisﬁes the path condition, there exists a corresponding
concrete execution. Conversely, completeness states that for every concrete execution there exists a corresponding symbolic conﬁguration such that the initial
state of the concrete execution satisﬁes the path condition and its ﬁnal state can
be obtained as a composition of the initial state and the generated substitution.
In Sect. 3, we extend the basic theory of symbolic execution to a programming
language with recursive procedures which are called by a call-by-value parameter
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mechanism. This extension requires a formal treatment of local variables stored
on the stack of procedure calls.
In Sect. 4 we show how to extend symbolic execution in a strictly syntaxdirected manner to an object-oriented language which features dynamically allocated variables. These dynamically allocated variables give rise to an infinite
number of program variables and corresponding substitutions with an inﬁnite
domain. We show how to extend our theory of symbolic execution to such inﬁnite
substitutions. Moreover, we introduce for a correct implementation a ﬁnite representation of these substitutions, and discuss diﬀerent strategies for managing
aliasing.
In the ﬁnal technical Sect. 5 (unbounded) arrays, multithreading, and concurrent objects are discussed as a further illustration of the generality of our
theory of symbolic execution.
Because of space limitations, in this paper we do not introduce all syntactic
details of the programming languages we use, which however should be clear via
their transition system semantics.

2

Basic Symbolic Execution

We assume a set of Var of program variables x, y, u, . . ., and a set Ops of operations op, . . . . We abstract from typing information. The set Expr of programming
expressions e is deﬁned by the following grammar.
e := x | op(e1 , . . . , en )
where x ∈ Var and op ∈ Ops. A substitution σ is a function Var → Expr which
assigns to each variable an expression. By eσ we denote the application of the
substitution σ to the expression e, deﬁned inductively by
xσ
= σ(x)
op(e1 , . . . , en )σ = op(e1 σ, . . . , en σ)
A symbolic configuration is a triple S, σ, φ where S denotes the statement
to be executed, σ denotes the current substitution, and Boolean condition φ
denotes the path condition.
Next we describe a transition system for the symbolic execution of a simple
programming language which features assignments, sequential composition, a
choice and iteration statement.
Assignment
– x = e; S, σ, φ → S, σ[x = eσ], φ
where σ[x = e](y) = σ(y) if x and y are distinct variables, and σ[x = e](x) = e
otherwise.
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Choice
– if B {S1 }{S2 }; S, σ, φ → S1 ; S, σ, φ ∧ Bσ
– if B {S1 }{S2 }; S, σ, φ → S2 ; S, σ, φ ∧ ¬Bσ
Iteration
– while B {S }; S  , σ, φ → S; while B {S }; S  , σ, φ ∧ Bσ
– while B {S }; S  , σ, φ → S  , σ, φ ∧ ¬Bσ
We formalize and prove correctness with respect to a concrete semantics. A
valuation V is a function Var → Val , where Val is a set of values. By V (e) we
denote the value of the expression e with respect to the valuation V , deﬁned
inductively by V (op(e1 , . . . , en )) = op(V (e1 ), . . . , V (en )) where op denotes the
interpretation of the operation op as provided by the implicitly assumed underlying model. Composition is as usual: (V ◦ σ)(x) = V (σ(x))1 .
Lemma 1 (Substitution). V ◦ σ(e) = V (eσ) .
Proof (Sketch). The proof of the lemma proceeds by induction on e. We have
the following main case:
V ◦ σ(op(e1 , . . . , en )) = op(V ◦ σ(e1 ), . . . , V ◦ σ(en ))
= op(V (e1 σ), . . . , V ((en σ))
= V (op(e1 σ, . . . , en σ))
= V (op(e1 , . . . , en )σ)

(semantics expressions)
(induction hypothesis)
(semantics expressions)
(substitution application)

The concrete semantics of our basic programming language is deﬁned in
terms of transitions S, V  → S  , V  . The deﬁnition of this transition system
is standard and therefore omitted.
Let id be the identity substitution, i.e., id (x) = x, for every variable x. We
have the following main correctness theorem.
Theorem 1 (Correctness). If S, id , true →∗ S  , σ, φ and V (φ) = true then
S, V  →∗ S  , V ◦ σ
Proof. Induction on the length of S, id , true →∗ S  , σ, φ and a case analysis
of the last execution step. We consider the following cases.
First, we consider the case of an assignment as the last execution step:
S, id , true →∗ x = e; S  , σ, φ → S  , σ[x = eσ], φ
Induction hypothesis (note that V (φ) = true):
S, V  →∗ x = e; S  , V ◦ σ
1

In the sequel we omit the parentheses and write V ◦σ(e) for the application valuation
V ◦ σ to the expression e (as deﬁned above).
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Let V  = V ◦ σ. By the concrete semantics we have
S, V  →∗ x = e; S  , V   → S  , V  [x = V  (e)]
where V  [x = V  (e)](x) = V  (e) and V  [x = V  (e)](y) = V  (y), for any other
variable y. Suﬃces to show V ◦ (σ[x = eσ]) = V  [x = V  (e)]. We treat the main
case:
V ◦ (σ[x = eσ])(x) = V (σ[x = eσ](x))
= V (eσ)
= V ◦ σ(e)
= V  (e)
= V  [x = V  (e)](x)

(def. ◦)
(def. σ[x = eσ])
(substitution lemma)
(V  = V ◦ σ)
(def. V  [x = V  (e)])

Next we consider the case when the Boolean guard of a choice construct
evaluates to true:
S, id , true →∗ if B {S1 }{S2 }; S, σ, φ → S1 ; S, σ, φ ∧ Bσ
We have that V (φ ∧ Bσ) = true implies V (φ) = true, so by the induction
hypothesis we obtain the concrete computation
S, V  →∗ if B {S1 }{S2 }; S, V ◦ σ
Since V ◦ σ(B) = V (Bσ) = true, we derive
S, V  →∗ if B {S1 }{S2 }; S, V ◦ σ → S1 ; S, V ◦ σ
All other cases are treated similarly.
Theorem 1 guarantees that all possible inputs satisfying a path condition
lead to a concrete state with variables conform to the substitution of the corresponding symbolic conﬁguration. Correctness, however, is about coverage [4],
meaning that satisfiable symbolic execution paths can be simulated by concrete
executions. The converse of correctness is completeness and is about precision [4]:
every concrete execution can be simulated by a symbolic one. To this end we
introduce the following relation between symbolic and the concrete transition
systems: Let S, V   S, σ, φ denote that V = V0 ◦ σ and V0 (φ) = true, for
some valuation V0 .
Theorem 2 (Completeness). The relation  between symbolic and concrete
configurations is a simulation relation, i.e., if S, V   S, σ, φ then S, V  →
S  , V   implies the existence of a corresponding symbolic transition S, σ, φ →
S  , σ  , φ  such that S  , V    S  , σ  , φ .
The proof of this theorem proceeds by a straightforward case analysis of the
concrete execution steps.
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Recursion

We extend the basic programming language with procedure declarations P (ū) ::
S and procedure calls P (ē), assuming a call by value parameter passing mechanism. A program then consists of set of procedure declarations and a main
statement. We assume absence of name clashes between the global variables of
a program and its local variables (e.g., the formal parameters of the procedure
declarations). A symbolic configuration is of the form Σ, σ, φ, where
– Σ denotes the stack of closures (τ, S), where τ is a local substitution (assigning expressions to formal parameters),
– σ is the current global substitution (mapping expressions to global variables),
– φ is a Boolean condition denoting the path condition.
In the sequel we indicate by ⊥ the absence of local variables in a closure (⊥, S)
which represents a continuation of the execution of the main statement which
does not contain local variables (for technical convenience we do not consider
the introduction of local variables by block statements). By τ ∪ σ we denote the
union of the substitutions τ and σ (deﬁned in terms of their graphs). This is
well-deﬁned because of the absence of name clashes between local and global
variables of a programs. We have the following symbolic transitions.
Procedure Call. Given the procedure declaration P (ū) :: S  , we have
– (τ, P (ē); S) · Σ, σ, φ → (τ  , S  ) · (τ, S) · Σ, σ, φ, where τ  (ū) = ē(τ ∪ σ).
Procedure Return
– (τ, ) · Σ, σ, φ → Σ, σ, φ, where  denotes the empty statement.
Choice
– (τ, if B {S1 }{S2 }; S) · Σ, σ, φ → (τ, S1 ; S, ) · Σ, σ, φ ∧ B(τ ∪ σ)
– (τ, if B {S1 }{S2 }; S) · Σ, σ, φ → (τ, S2 ; S) · Σ, σ, φ ∧ ¬B(τ ∪ σ)
Iteration
– (τ, while B {S }; S  ) · Σ, σ, φ → (τ, S; while B {S }; S  ) · Σ, σ, φ ∧ B(τ ∪ σ)
– (τ, while B {S }; S  ) · Σ, σ, φ → (τ, S  ) · Σ, σ, φ ∧ ¬B(τ ∪ σ)
Assignment Global Variable Let x be a global variable.
– (τ, x = e; S) · Σ, σ, φ → (τ, S) · Σ, σ[x = eθ], φ, where θ = τ ∪ σ.
Assignment Local Variable Let x be a local variable.
– (τ, x = e; S) · Σ, σ, φ → (τ [x = eθ], S) · Σ, σ, φ, where θ = τ ∪ σ.
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Proposition 1. For any computation (⊥, S), id , true →∗ (τ, S  ) · Σ, σ, φ
where S denotes the main statement, we have that τ (x), for every local variable x in its domain, and σ(x), for every global variable x, does not contain
local variables.
Proof. By induction on the length of the computation, using that eθ, for any
programming expression e, does not contain local variables, where θ = τ ∪ σ and
τ (x), for every local variable x, and σ(x), for every global variable x, does not
contain local variables.
Corollary 1. For any computation (⊥ S), id , true →∗ (τ, S  ) · Σ, σ, φ where
S denotes the main statement, the generated path condition φ does not contain
local variables.
We omit the details of the standard concrete semantics which instead of
substitutions is deﬁned in terms of valuations both for the local variables and
the global variables, where V ∪ L(e) denotes the result of the evaluation of the
expression e in the global valuation V and the local valuation L. We have the
following correctness theorem of the symbolic execution of recursive programs.
Theorem 3 (Correctness). If (⊥, S), id , true →∗ (τ, S  ) · Σ, σ, φ and
V (φ) = true then
(⊥, S), V  →∗ (V ◦ τ, S  ) · V ◦ Σ, V ◦ σ
where V ◦ τ  (x) = V (τ  (x)), for any local environment τ  and local variable x,
and V ◦ Σ denotes the result of replacing every local environment τ  in Σ by
V ◦ τ  (and by ⊥, in case of the empty local environment ⊥). Note that by the
above proposition and corollary τ (x) and φ do not contain local variables.
Proof. As above, we proceed by induction on the length of the symbolic computation and a case analysis of the last execution step. Given the procedure
declaration P (ū) :: S  , we consider the case of a procedure call:
(⊥, S), id , true →∗ (τ, P (ē); S  ) · Σ, σ, φ → (τ  , S  ) · (τ, ; S  ) · Σ, σ, φ
where τ  (ū) = ē(τ ∪ σ). By the induction hypothesis we obtain the concrete
computation
(⊥, S), V  →∗ (V ◦ τ, P (ē); S  ) · V ◦ Σ, V ◦ σ
We observe that V ◦ τ  (ū) = V (ē(τ ∪ σ)) = V ◦ (τ ∪ σ)(ē) = (V ◦ τ ∪ V ◦ σ)(ē).
So we obtain that
(V ◦ τ, P (ē); S  ) · V ◦ Σ, V ◦ σ → (V ◦ τ  , S  ) · (V ◦ τ, ; S  ) · V ◦ Σ, V ◦ σ
As in the basic case, we have a similar completeness result for recursive
procedures also expressed in terms of a simulation relation between the symbolic
and the concrete transition system.
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Object Orientation

We distinguish between the global variables appearing in the main statement,
the local variables (i.e., the formal parameters of methods, including the keyword
this), and the instance variables (of the classes) of the given program. For modeling symbolically the dynamic creation of new objects, we assume a (countable)
inﬁnite set of global variables. We abstract from the typing information of the
variables. We have the following syntax of programming expressions e in class
deﬁnitions
e := x | op(e1 , . . . , en )
where x is a local or instance variable2 and op denotes a built-in operation.
The syntax of heap variables H and heap expressions E is deﬁned by the
following grammar:
H := x | H.y
E := H | op(E1 , . . . , En ) ,
where x is a global variable and op an operation. In the last clause deﬁning heap
variables we implicitly assume that y is an instance variable of the class of the
object represented by H.
A symbolic heap σ is a substitution which assigns to each heap variable a
heap expression. A local environment (of a given method) τ is a substitution
which assigns to each formal parameter a general heap expression. Note that
thus τ (x) does not contain local variables.
We have the following inductive deﬁnition of the application of a substitution
θ which consists of the union τ ∪ σ of a symbolic heap σ and a local environment
τ to a programming expression e (as above, assuming absence of name clashes
between the formal parameters, on the one hand, and the instance and global
variables, on the other hand).
xθ
= τ (x)
local variable
xθ
= σ(τ (this).x)
instance variable
op(E1 , . . . , En )θ = op(E1 θ, . . . , En θ)
A heap update σ[x = E], where x is a global variable, is deﬁned by σ[x =
E](x) = E and σ[x = E](H) = σ(H), for any other heap variable H. Next we
deﬁne a symbolic heap update σ[H.x = E] by
– σ[H.x = E](H  .x) = if σ(H  ) = σ(H ) then E else σ(H  .x) f i,
– σ[H.x = E](H  ) = σ(H  ), for any other heap variable H’.
It is important to note that the resulting expression in the ﬁrst clause is a
conditional heap expression which captures possible aliases. Note further that
the case σ[H.x = E](H.x) simpliﬁes to E.
2

In the main statement only global variables are used.
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Given a program, i.e., a set of class deﬁnitions and a main statement, a
symbolic conﬁguration is deﬁned as above. We have the following symbolic transitions (the transitions for the assigning local variables, the choice and iteration
constructs are as above).
Assignment Global Variable. As above, absence of local variables in the main
statement is indicated by ⊥.
– (⊥, x = e; S), σ, φ → (⊥, S), σ[x = eσ], φ
Note that a closure representing the execution of the main statement is always
at the bottom of the stack.
Assignment Instance Variable
– (τ, x = e; S) · Σ, σ, φ → (τ, S) · Σ, σ[τ (this).x = eθ], φ, where θ = τ ∪ σ.
Object Creation. We describe the assignment of a new object to a local variable3 .
– (τ, x = new C; S) · Σ, σ, φ → (τ [x = y], S) · Σ, σ  , φ
The global variable y (of type C) is fresh and σ  results from σ by assigning
nil to y.x, x an instance variable of C. Freshness is deﬁned with respect to
the computation (which thus requires recording the set of new global variables
introduced so far, the details of which are straightforward and therefore omitted).
Method Call. Given a method declaration m(ū){S}, we have
– (τ, y = e0 .m(ē); S  ) · Σ, σ, φ → (τ  .S) · (τ, y =?; S  ) · Σ, σ, φ ,
where τ  (ū) = ē(τ ∪ σ) and τ  (this) = e0 (τ ∪ σ). The question mark in the
assignment y =? serves as a placeholder of the return expression (see below).
Further, φ denotes the path condition φ ∧ e0 (τ ∪ σ) = nil .
Method Return
– (τ, return e) · (τ  , x =?; S) · Σ, σ, φ → (τ  [x = eθ], S) · Σ, σ, φ,
where θ = (τ ∪ σ). For an assignment of the return expression to an instance
variable we have a similar transition.
We have the following basic proposition about the expressions generated by
a symbolic computation.
Proposition 2. For any computation (⊥, S), id , true →∗ (τ, S  ) · Σ, σ, φ
where S denotes the main statement, we have that τ (x) and σ(x) do not contain
local variables and do not dereference a global variable that does not occur in the
main statement (i.e., a global variable used to denote a newly created object).
Proof. The proof proceeds by a straightforward induction on the length of the
symbolic computation.
3

We model a call x = new C(ē) of a constructor method by the object creation
statement x = new C followed by a method call x.C(ē).
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Corollary 2. For any computation (⊥ S), id , true →∗ (τ, S  ) · Σ, σ, φ where
S denotes the main statement, the generated path condition φ does not contain
local variables and derefences only global variables appearing in the main statement (in other words, global variables which do not appear in the main statement
are not dereferenced).
In order to deﬁne and prove the correctness of the above symbolic transition
system for object-oriented programs, we ﬁrst introduce the notion of a global
valuation V which assigns to each heap variable a value (of the corresponding
type) and which satisﬁes the following two conditions:
– V (H) = V (H  ) implies V (H.x) = V (H  .x), for every heap variables H and
H  and instance variable x (belonging to the class of the object).
– V (x) = V (x ), for any two distinct global variables x and x which do not
appear in the main statement (unique name assumption).
A concrete local valuation L assigns to every formal parameter x of the
corresponding method a value L(x) (of the appropriate type).
An update V [x = v] of a global valuation V , where x is a global variable
and v a value of corresponding type, is deﬁned by V [x = v](x) = v and V [x =
v](H) = V (H), for any other heap variable H. On the other hand, an update
V [H.x = v] is deﬁned by

v
if V (H  ) = V (H)
– V [H.x = v](H  .x) =

V (H .x) otherwise
– V [H.x = v](H  ) = V (H  ), for any other heap variable H  .
An initial conﬁguration (⊥, S), V  of the concrete semantics of a given program
consists of the main statement S (as above, ⊥ indicates the absence of local
variables) and an initial global valuation V such that for any global variable x
which does not appear in the main statement and heap variable H rooted in a
global variable we have that V (x) = V (H). Any global variable is a heap variable
rooted in a global variable, and if H is such a heap variable, so is H.x, for any
instance variable x. We thus can use these initially unreachable objects in the
concrete semantics as a repository of fresh object identities (which are selected
non-deterministically, as the fresh global variables in the symbolic semantics).
Since every executing object is reachable (from a global variable) we can deﬁne
the concrete semantics of an assignment x = e to an instance variable e as
follows. Given the above update of a global valuation V and a local environment
L (which assigns values to the local variables of the executing method), we can
deﬁne the resulting global valuation of the execution of the assignment x = e by
the object L(this) by V [H.x = v], where H is such that V (H) = L(this), and v
is the result of evaluating the expression e in the local environment L and the
valuation V .
We omit the further details of the standard concrete semantics (which thus,
instead of substitutions, is deﬁned in terms of valuations both for the local
variables and the heap variables).
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We have the following correctness theorem of the symbolic execution of
object-oriented programs.
Theorem 4 (Correctness). Given an object-oriented program with main
statement S we have that if (⊥, S), id , true →∗ (τ, S  ) · Σ, σ, φ and V (φ) =
true, where V is an initial valuation, then
(⊥, S), V  →∗ (V ◦ τ, S  ) · V ◦ Σ, V ◦ σ
where V ◦ τ and V ◦ Σ are defined as above.
Proof. As above, the proof proceeds by induction on the length of the symbolic
computation and a case analysis of the last execution step. For the case of an
assignment x = e to an instance variable, it suﬃces to show that
V ◦ (σ[τ (this).x = eθ]) = (V ◦ σ)[τ (this).x = V (eθ)]
where θ = τ ∪ σ. Here we go: First, for any heap variable H not of the form
H  .x, for some H  , we have
V ◦ (σ[τ (this).x = eθ])(H) = V (σ[τ (this
= V (σ(H))
= (V ◦ σ)(H)
= (V ◦ σ)[τ (this).x = V (eθ)](H)

).x = eθ](H)) (def. ◦)
(def. update σ[τ (this).x = eθ])
(def. ◦)
(def. update(V ◦ σ)[τ (this).x = V (eθ)]) .

Further,
V ◦ (σ[τ (this).x = eθ])(H.x)
= (def. ◦)
V (σ[τ (this).x = eθ](H.x))
= (def. update σ[τ (this).x = eθ])
V (if σ(H ) = σ(τ (this)) then eθ else σ(H .x ) fi )
= (semantics of conditional heap expression)
if V (σ(H)) = V (σ(τ (this))) then V (eθ) else V (σ(H.x))
= (def. update (V ◦ σ)[τ (this).x = V (eθ)])
(V ◦ σ)[τ (this).x = V (eθ)](H.x) .
Again, completeness can be established by means of a simulation relation
between the symbolic transition system and the concrete one.
Implementation
An implementation of the above symbolic execution of object-oriented programs
requires a ﬁnite representation of the generated substitutions (note that we
have a countable inﬁnite set of heap variables). As an example, we can represent the generated substitutions by (possibly empty) sequences {H1 .x1 =
E1 }, . . . , {Hn .xn = E1 } of updates of instance variables. Such a sequence ρ
simply represents the substitution ρ̄ which results from the identity substitution
id by applying the updates [H1 , x1 = E1 ], . . . , [Hn .xn = En ], as deﬁned above,
consecutively. For such a sequence of updates ρ we deﬁne ρ(H) inductively by
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– id (H) = H,
– ρ{H.x = E}(H  .x) = if ρ(H  ) = ρ(H ) then E else ρ(H  .x) f i,
– ρ{H.x = E}(H  ) = ρ(H  ), for any other heap variable H  .
It is easy to prove by induction on the length of the sequence ρ that ρ(H) = ρ̄(H),
for every heap variable. We then can deﬁne e(τ ∪ρ) in the same manner as e(τ ∪σ)
deﬁned above. Thus we can now deﬁne the following transition for an assignment
to an instance variable
(τ, x = e; S) · Σ, ρ, φ → (τ, S) · Σ, ρ{τ (this).x = eθ}, φ
where ρ is a sequence of updates and θ = τ ∪ ρ. In general, we abstract from the
inﬁnite number of heap variables by simply replacing in the symbolic transitions
the substitution σ by the sequence of updates ρ. In particular, we have the
following adaptation of the transition describing object creation
(τ, x = new C; S) · Σ, ρ, φ → (τ [x = y], S) · Σ, ρ , φ
where, as above, the global variable y (of type C) is fresh and ρ results from ρ
by adding the updates {y.x = nil}, for every an instance variable x of C.
Other implementation issues concern the aliasing of heap variables. There
are various ways to manage (resolve) aliasing. We brieﬂy describe the following
enhancements. First, we can import information from the path condition φ into
the evaluation of ρ(H):
⎧
if φ  ρ(H) = ρ(H )
⎨E
ρ{H.x = E}(H  .x) = ρ(H  .x)
if φ  ρ(H) = ρ(H )
⎩
if ρ(H  ) = ρ(H ) then E else ρ(H  .x) if otherwise

Here denotes logical entailment.
Further, there are various ways of branching the symbolic execution by resolving aliasing of heap variables. For example, we can resolve aliasing in the symbolic
transition of an assignment x = e as follows:
(τ, x = e; S) · Σ, ρ, φ → (τ, S) · Σ, ρ{τ (this).x = E}, φ 
where e(τ ∪ ρ), φ ⇒∗ E, φ  and ⇒∗ denotes the reﬂexive, transitive closure of
the rewrite system consisting of the rules which resolve conditional expression,
like
– op(. . . , if B then E1 else E2 fi , . . .), φ ⇒ op(. . . , E1 , . . .), B ∧ φ
– op(. . . , if B then E1 else E2 f i, . . .), φ ⇒ op(. . . , E2 , . . .), ¬B ∧ φ
In a similar manner, we can resolve aliasing which results from the symbolic
evaluation of the Boolean condition of the choice and iteration constructs. For
example, we have the following symbolic transition for the choice construct.
(τ, if B {S1 }{S2 }; S) · Σ, ρ, φ → (τ, S1 ; S, ) · Σ, ρ, B  ∧ φ 
where B(τ ∪ ρ), φ ⇒∗ B  , φ .
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Arrays, Multithreading, and Concurrent Objects

To illustrate the generality of our theory of symbolic execution we discuss the
following extensions and applications.
Arrays. Arrays and object structures (i.e., heaps) are similar because both give
rise to a (countable) inﬁnite number of program variables. Instead of an inﬁnite
number of heap variables, arrays give rise to an inﬁnite number of so-called
subscripted variables.
To focus on the main ideas, we restrict this discussion to the extension of the
basic programming language with one-dimensional arrays. We have the following
syntax of expressions e in the basic programming language (abstracting from the
typing information).
e := x | a[e] | op(e1 , . . . , en ) ,
where x ∈ Var , a is an array variable, and op denotes a built-in operation.
A substitution then assigns to each (subscripted) variable an expression. An
update σ[x = e], where x is a program variable, is deﬁned by σ[x = e](x) = e
and σ[x = e](y) = σ(y), for any other (subscripted) variable y. Next we deﬁne a
symbolic update σ[a[e] = e ] by
– σ[a[e] = e ](a[e ]) = if σ(e) = σ(e  ) then e  else σ(a[e ]) if ,
– σ[a[e] = e ](y) = σ(y), for any other (subscripted) variable y.
As above, it is important to note that the resulting expression in the ﬁrst clause
is a conditional expression which captures possible aliases.
Given this deﬁnition of a symbolic update we can deﬁne in a straightforward manner a symbolic transition system for the basic programming language
extended with arrays (possibly taking into account symbolically array bounds).
Correctness then is deﬁned with respect to the notion of a global valuation V
which assigns to each (subscripted) variable a value (of the corresponding type)
and which satisﬁes the following condition:
– V (e) = V (e ) implies V (a[e]) = V (a[e ]).
It is straightforward to extend Theorem 1. In particular, correctness of a symbolic
update of a subscripted variable then can be proved in a similar manner as that
of a heap variable. Further, we can apply the same techniques as introduced for
heap variables to obtain a ﬁnite representation of the generated substitutions
and resolve aliasing.
We conclude this discussion on arrays with another approach which consists
of a functional view of arrays (see [13]). In this view array variables themselves
are expressions which denote functions, and a substitution assigns to each array
variable an expression which denotes a function. Notably, an expression (a[e] =
e ) denotes the function which results from updating the function denoted by a.
Applying a substitution σ then amounts simply to subtituting every occurrence
of an array variable a by the expression σ(a). Similarly, object structures can
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be viewed as a function h which symbolically represents the heap. However, the
abstraction level of such a functional view does not coincide with that of the
programming language (it extends the set of programming expressions).
Multithreading. It is straightforward to extend the symbolic transition system
introduced above with multithreading: A symbolic conﬁguration Threads, σ
then consists of a set Threads of stacks of closures and local symbolic transitions
of a single thread are extended to global transitions by the following rule:
T, σ, φ → T  , σ  , φ 
{T } ∪ Threads, σ, φ → {T  } ∪ Threads, σ  , φ 
where T and T  denote stacks of closures. For a call of the run method of a
thread class we need the following separate rule which spawns a new thread.
{(τ, e.run; S) · Stack } ∪ Threads, σ, φ
→
{(τ, S) · Stack , (τ  , S  )} ∪ Threads, σ, φ
where τ  (this) = e(τ ∪ σ) and S  denotes the body of the run method. The proof
of correctness is a straightforward extension of the correctness of the symbolic
execution of sequential object-oriented programs (as stated by Theorem 4).
Concurrent Objects. We brieﬂy sketch how to extend the symbolic execution of
object-oriented programs to the Abstract Behavioral Speciﬁcation (ABS) language [14] which describes systems of objects that interact via asynchronous
method calls. Such a call spawns a corresponding process associated with the
called object. Return values are communicated via futures [12]. Each object
cooperatively schedules its processes one at a time. The processes of an object
can only access their local variables and the instance variables of the object. As
in Sect. 4, we assume a main statement that only contains global variables.
Symbolically, a system of concurrent objects in ABS can be described by a
conﬁguration P, σ, φ, where P is simply a set of closures (τ, S) which represent
the processes, and σ is a substitution, φ is a path condition, both as deﬁned in
Sect. 4. To model the communication of the return values by futures we introduce
for each process a distinguished local variable dest which denotes its own future
(see below).
We have the following symbolic transition for an asynchronous call x =
e0 !m(ē) to a method m with body S:
{(τ, x = e0 !m(ē); S)} ∪ P, σ, φ → {(τ, x = y; S), (τ  , S  )} ∪ P, σ[y = nil ], φ 
where the newly generated future is symbolically represented by a fresh global
variable y which is initialized to nil (indicating that the return value has not yet
been computed). Further, τ  (ū) = ē(τ ∪σ), τ  (this) = e0 (τ ∪σ), and τ  (dest) = y.
Finally, φ denotes the path condition φ ∧ e0 (τ ∪ σ) = nil .
For returning a value we have the transition
{(τ, return e)} ∪ P, σ, φ → P, σ[τ (dest) = e(τ ∪ σ)], φ
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Obtaining a returned value from a future by means of a “get” operation on
a future variable is described by the transition
{(τ, x = y.get); S)} ∪ P, σ, φ → {(τ [x = σ(y)], S)} ∪ P, σ, φ
where φ σ(y) = nil (that is, φ entails that σ(y) = nil ). Note that this transition
thus requires that the return value has been computed as recorded by the path
condition.
Scheduling a process that is waiting on a Boolean condition is modeled by
{(τ, await e; S)} ∪ P, σ, φ → {(τ, S)} ∪ P, σ, φ ∧ eθ
where θ = τ ∪ σ and e is a Boolean condition. On the other hand, scheduling a
process that is waiting on a future is modeled by
{(τ, await x?; S)} ∪ P, σ, φ → {(τ, S)} ∪ P, σ, φ
where x is a future variable and φ σ(y) = nil .
The transitions for the usual statements, e.g., that of assigning an instance
variable of an object, are modeled in a straightforward manner after the corresponding transitions in Sect. 4. Assuming that all method bodies start with the
awaittrue statement, we can globally constrain the scheduling of processes by
the invariant that for each object there exists at most one process with an initial
statement diﬀerent from an await statement.
The concrete transition system for the ABS language can be deﬁned as in
Sect. 4 in terms of valuations. Here we use the initially unreachable objects in the
concrete semantics additionally as a repository of fresh future identities. Again,
the proof of correctness is a straightforward extension of the correctness of the
symbolic execution of sequential object-oriented programs.

6

Conclusion

Despite the popularity and success of symbolic execution techniques, to the best
of our knowledge, a general theory of symbolic execution is missing which covers
in an uniform manner mainstream programming features like arrays and (objectoriented) pointer structures, as well as local scoping as it arises in the passing of
parameters in recursive procedure calls. In fact, most existing tools for symbolic
execution lack an explicit formal speciﬁcation and justiﬁcation.
In this paper we proposed such a general theory which covers the above
mainstream programming features, and further illustrated the generality of our
approach by its application to both multithreading and concurrent objects. From
a practical point of view, we also illustrated how our theory sheds light on major
implementation issues related to dynamically allocated variables and aliasing.
This point of view we want to further explore by the development of proto-type
implementations of the presented formal models of symbolic execution, compare
performance with other tools, and investigate optimizations.
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Another interesting research direction is the development of a further extension of our theory for concolic execution, mixing symbolic and concrete executions [16], and the symbolic backward execution [17].
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